FAQ’s
Chapter Performance Standard Seal and Outstanding Chapter Awards

Deadline extended until June 1, 2020

1. Will the Performance Standard Seal’s have a date on them? Yes, the Seal’s will be dated yearly, and you will need to apply each year to earn a new Seal.

2. Can we submit data based on previous years? Information given on both Performance Standards and Outstanding Awards need to be from the previous year, 2019.

3. Can NIGP provide us some data to help answer some of the numeric questions? Yes, upon request I can provide a listing of attendings for 2019 Forum, VCON, and Forum Selection. I can also provide you a list of speakers for Forum, Webinars and Face to Face Courses. All you will be able to sort by state against your membership.

4. On Question #57 “What was the percentage of your Chapter members who participated in at least one educational event developed by the chapter”, would this include chapter meetings? Chapter meetings would only count if they had an educational component to them. If this is a board or membership type meeting with no education, then it does not count. We are looking for any events that you all created that have an educational piece to them such as: conferences, workshops, brown bag lunches, roundtables, webinars etc. NIGP hosted webinars or NIGP face to face classes would not count either.
5. Can NIGP provide me with a listing on volunteers for NIGP boards, councils and committees? Yes, please request a list form Jennifer Steffan.

6. On question #57 should we include NIGP courses that we hosted? No, we are just looking for classes/education that the chapter created such as workshops, webinars, one day educational programs etc.

7. Update to Question #12. The years should be from 2014-2019.

8. What year should the information be that we are reporting on? For the Outstanding Award, all information should be from 2019. For the Performance Seal, all information should be based on 2019 EXCEPT for question #12 which asks for attendance at Leadership Symposium/Chapter Academy and that will go back to 2014.

9. Question #31 does not make sense? We have rewritten this question to the following: What is the percentage of net growth in membership from 2018 to 2019?